6	ENGLISH POLITICAL THEORY
men are mad justifies the segregation in asylums of
all the bald. A wide training is no infallible guarantee
of good statesmanship* but it is obvious that if a man
has certain definite and reasoned ideas and ideals
about society, if he has watched their growth and
considered their suitability to the environment of the
day, he is more likely to be a wise governor than one
who relies upon the mere dexterity of common sense
and a just reputation for ability to * get a move on \
Let no one imagine that political theory is an Open
Sesame to the cave of all the virtues ; nor let anyone
be infected by the tragically common delusion that
thought is action's murderer and reflection the monopoly
of idle and unprofitable dreamers.
It is sometimes urged against political, as against
ethical, theory that it is incapable of giving definite
answers ;  for instance, it is said that if you hold some
view strongly about the nature of liberty or the rights
of the individual or the spiritual value of democracy
you cannot prove your position to an opponent with
the same finality with which you can prove a proposition
in geometry.    This is perfectly true, and this is one
very  good  reason   for   avoiding  the   term   ' political
science *.    Science, rightly or wrongly, is a term usually
applied to spheres of knowledge where exact results
are obtainable, as in mathematics, and thus the use
of the phrase * moral and political science * is  open
to serious  misconception.    Admittedly in ethics and
politics you cannot in  the   last  resort,   prove   your
opponent to be wrong ;   if he likes to maintain that
selfishness is plain common sense, that ordinary morality
is conventional humbug, and that right, is  might in
all forms of society, you cannot demonstrate his error
as you can show up the fallacy of one who believes
equilateral   triangles   to   have   unequal   angles.    The

